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FROM THE EDITORS
Over the years we’ve lived in Hooky
we’ve read each Newsletter from
cover to cover and think it’s a
wonderful resource for the village.
However, it’s totally reliant on people
being willing to spend time to
produce it, get it looking as
professional as it does and to deliver
it. So, after the second or third plea
for a new copy editor, we thought,
“why not us”?
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Poor David! Having worked with him
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through his last edition in April, as we
all went into lockdown, he must have * price per issue for annual subscription
been keeping his fingers crossed that Donations can be emailed to our copy editor
mailbox or put in our postbox in the village shop.
we didn’t change our minds.
It was understandably frantic with
last minute changes and we can’t
thank David enough for all the help
he gave us to be in a position to take
up the role.
While David had a hectic April edition,
we were slightly concerned that our
first edition would be historic for not
happening at all!
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The views expressed in the Newsletter are
not necessarily those of the Editorial Team.

Find us on the web at
www.hook-norton.org.uk/villagenewsletter

We needn’t have worried about the possible lack of articles. While clubs haven’t
been meeting it doesn’t mean that things aren’t happening and the village has been
a hive of activity; from making and volunteering for the NHS to celebrating VE Day.
It’s lovely to get contributions from those who’ve not written for the newsletter
before and also to hear from our local businesses about what lockdown means for
them. [Layout Editor: The amount of copy in this edition is the 6th highest in
newsletter history. Not bad for a place with no activities to either report or promote.
Go Hooky!]
We are sure that the whole village would join us in saying thank you so much to all
our local NHS and other key workers, everyone who has volunteered in any way
and to our local business’s for working so hard to carry on providing a service and
support us during such difficult times.
A personal thank you to all the contributors, including Carol Mills for the cover
photo, and please bear with us for any faux pas on our first attempt. We want to
hear from you so please keep items coming. Please note that, in the current
circumstances, we haven’t produced a village diary.
The June edition is available on line at hook-norton.org.uk/village newsletter. A
limited number of paper copies are available at the Village Shop. If you know a
neighbour who needs a paper version please collect one for them when you shop.
Deborah and John Weaver, 737791, news@hook-norton-newsletter.co.uk
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CAKES FOR THE NHS
There has been a quiet steady stream of
support running through Hooky. At the time of
writing for 7 weeks now we have been
encouraging people to bake cakes to show their
support for the NHS and carers. My last 7
weeks of lockdown has had a routine and
rhythm of baked goods delivered to our
doorstep twice a week, and then distributed to
those people working so hard for us all. I think
we have delivered to date over 500 cakes, and
we’re still going strong. No major mishaps,
nothing consumed by teenagers or the dog,
only the postman trying to access the doorstep;
I have now stopped panicking that it might be a slow cake day, you always come up
trumps ! I must also say thank you to the lady in Stourton who brings us cakes
every Wednesday from there and Brailes, Joe in the shop for his kind donations and
to those people who have taken donations into NHS workplaces and care homes.
I thought you might like to see the list of where all the bakes have ended up:
JR Kamran Ward, Maternity, Porters
Churchill Haemotology
Horton Radiology, Laburnum Ward, A&E, Porters,
Morgue, Fiennes Centre
Community Midwives & District Nurses
Cox & Robinson Pharmacy
Henry Cornish Intermediate Care Centre
Katherine House Hospice
South Cherwell Ambulance Service
Gracewell Care Home Adderbury
Beech Haven Care CN
The Lakes Care home Adderbury
Local Schools
The Elms Centre Banbury
Thames Valley Police call centre
The overwhelming message was one of huge gratitude for your support. I say you,
but probably 75% of the donations have been anonymously left on my doorstep.
They then go on to be given to people who I don’t know. I think this anonymity is
wonderful, done not for recognition but out of kindness, the kindness of strangers.
The messages sometimes sent with the cakes have been so moving, and there have
been a few tears too from the people who have received them. So from me an
overwhelming thank you for supporting us, whoever you are!!
(If you wish to take part, deliver a cake /traybake/biscuits to High Rock, Sibford Rd
on a Saturday and/or Sunday before 5pm. No nuts and disposable packaging
please. If you are not a baker then we also collect hand cream and cereal bars for
places with a no home bakes policy. Thank you pictures and notes are displayed on
WhatsApp – message 07415728763 if you want to be added. I look forward to a
time when we won’t need to ask for your support.
Rachel Mortimer
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THE VIEW FROM THE VET
We have been overwhelmed by the messages of support and the generosity of our
clients. Thank you so much for
helping us to carry on delivering
veterinary care during the
Covid-19 crisis. The community
has really rallied and helped our
vets and nurses in providing
scrub bags and most recently,
homemade face masks. The face
masks will help us reduce the
number of medical-grade face
masks we use, which in turn will
help to conserve much-needed stocks for the NHS and other medical professions.
We can’t express our thanks enough; it’s brilliant to know that we form such a
strong community and have pulled together to help one another.
Things have been very different for us all since the start of this global pandemic.
Being key workers, we have been able to continue to provide veterinary care
throughout the crisis, albeit in a slightly different way.
Thankfully biosecurity and hygiene practices are second nature to us, so we've
taken to the step-up in handwashing and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) like
ducks to water! Some changes have been more of a learning curve. The first big
change is we are now only able to see urgent and emergency cases in a bid to
reduce unnecessary travel and therefore spread of the virus. This can be frustrating
for those who are having to wait for routine work, but understandable in this time,
and the urgent work is certainly keeping us all on our toes!
Secondly, our practice team has been reduced to a skeleton staff. Pre Covid-19 we
could have had nine small animal vets and all the nurses, animal care assistants,
receptionists and support staff that help the practice run on any given day, this
number has been reduced by over half since lockdown. It has been very busy for
the staff that remain working, please be patient with us!
The way we consult is vastly different, most primary appointments happen via
telephone or video consultation now- something very novel, and due to a change in
prescribing laws which have been brought in due to Covid-19, we are now able to
deal with many common and simple problems via this method. Those who need to
come to the practice are now waiting in the car park; the doors are shut to clients,
with pets having to venture into the practice alone for further assessment and tests
to be carried out. The practice is a much quieter place without the hustle and bustle
of clients in the waiting room.
We've also placed a big emphasis on trying to support the NHS. PPE and oxygen
supplies are in high demand and we have adopted various techniques to conserve
these vital resources, as we have a part to play in supporting the frontline NHS staff
who are facing the brunt of this pandemic every day.
So, all in all, its business, but not as usual! Don't forget though, if your pet needs a
vet, we are here for you.
Verity Ramus, 01608 730085, verity.ramus@hooknortonvets.co.uk
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Changes to opening hours are:Mon – Sat 8am -1pm 3pm – 6.30pm
Sundays 9am – 4pm
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BREWERY NEWS
Well what a time it has been so far in 2020. On the back of celebrating our 170 years
in 2019, we entered 2020 with confidence, and were looking forward to building on
last year. We had lots of bookings for events, had bought a new pub in Benson, and
had an exciting range of new beers for 2020.
We started hearing about this virus thing in February, and the first noticeable change
was probably that we stopped shaking hands with visitors and guests, replacing this
with an elbow knock. It all seemed so distant. Then it clearly gathered momentum,
as the spread of the virus ran pretty much unchecked, with movement of people
continuing, and it became clear this was something big. With the Prime Minister
advising the public not to visit pubs, and then the closure on March 20th, we were
faced, along with the rest of the country, with a challenge not seen in this lifetime. At
a stroke, pubs closed, and we had to take swift action.
From the beginning, I want to thank all of our amazing staff; in that week of March,
we gathered everyone, and told them just how serious this was looking for our
business, and we would have to take some decisive action. To a person, everyone
was so supportive; announcing what was to happen was the hardest thing I have ever
had to say, harder than reading my father’s eulogy, and actually made harder by all
of the staff being totally onside. Things then moved apace in Government, and we
realised this was going to be a long haul.
Since April 1st, we have been running the business with a skeleton staff, and are
brewing small amounts for bottled beer. With so few of us here rattling around in the
brewery, social distancing has been easy; and office staff are splitting their time
between home and work. Online deliveries have seen significant growth, but of
course there have been no draught beer sales with all pubs closed. The recent
announcement of lockdown easing, whilst perhaps not the clearest of messages, did
give us some hope. We are now working hard to look at how pubs can re-open, and
what this may look like. Social distancing will be a real challenge for pubs, both
culturally and physically, and we understand and accept why pubs re-opening will be
a while yet.
But we also think the new landscape will be different in pubs, and we all hope the new
landscape generally will be better. Sometimes a crisis focuses the mind, a threat can
open opportunities, and the world probably couldn’t have continued the way it was
heading. It is likely the initial re-opening of pubs may focus on external areas, so we
are looking hard at how we can maximise gardens, how we work on ordering systems,
how we deliver food and drink, and of course most importantly how we protect staff
and customers. Expect more table service, ordering on an app from your table, food
served in “sharing” platters, outside bars, card payments, etc. But also expect great
beer and food, and great service. There will clearly be a huge learning curve from
both staff and customers, but we are absolutely determined and committed to making
sure every pub is at the heart of their community, and a real social focus. We hope
everyone will be patient, it will be different, and it will take time to get used to the
new normal, but we have seen how so many other parts of our life have adapted and
changed, we know that pubs can do so too.
So we have a little longer to wait, thank you for your patience. And can I also say a
huge thank you not just to the staff here, but to everyone in the community who has
done so much and worked so hard to help us get through this. We all knew Hooky
had a very strong sense of community, but I have seen so many amazing acts of
kindness over the last weeks, it has been very humbling.
I look forward to sharing a beer with you, in person, and in a pub, before too long.
Cheers!
James Clarke
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MY COVID-19 STORY - PAINTING
The blossom this year seems to have been stunning and
although we are all in this lockdown situation, at least we
can get out and have a walk in our lovely village
surrounded by nature.
I have also used this lockdown situation to do some art. I
had been going to a class on a Friday in
Rollright, which I really enjoy, but
obviously haven't been able to. This
situation has given me some extra time
to do some at home, which I have
appreciated. I like to think out of every
bad situation, comes some good!
As I am over 70 we are being very
careful and staying at home so it’s not
easy to get out to get greetings cards. I had
some blank ones and decided to paint my
own.
Just another tip if anyone likes art and needs
a bit of instruction, I did a free on-line art
class learning to paint a bluebell wood (with
added birdsong in the background - so
relaxing!). It was with Barry who has The Artery in Banbury
and it's well worth checking out their website.
Carol Mills
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HOOKY NEIGHBOURS
The great thing about this village is our warmth. A good sign of that is that
responses to Hooky Neighbours’ requests for help to our network come in seconds.
No sooner has the wonderful Michelle Dix messaged our WhatsApp network asking
for someone to do a lift or a visit than at least two villagers have stepped forward to
help. There are about 50 of us now doing things and we know some 100 people in
the village would like a bit of extra help. We believe there are more out there and
we’d love to be of service to them too. Of course, in Hooky and elsewhere
hundreds of people are already helping their neighbours and loved ones every day
as part of normal life; we’re just trying to be available if and when there are gaps.
Our links with Chipping Norton and Hook Norton schools are paying dividends.
Kind, enthusiastic students have delivered leaflets, Easter eggs and afternoon teas,
whatever. Throughout the lockdown they’ve delivered newspapers and essential
shopping. (In the language of ‘policy speak’ this is called “intergenerational
solidarity” by the way. Aren’t you glad I shared that?) And as I write this, the
family next door, led by Ella Rix-Burton and helped by Elliot, Hugh and Becky, is
gearing up to provide and deliver 100 afternoon teas for ‘Peace in Europe’ Day
tomorrow.
The (slightly) older volunteers are meanwhile doing the usual errands, transport
and bits of help, carefully observing social distancing guidelines of course. We are
doing up to 6-7 jobs each day, not including the ‘keeping in touch’ phone calls or
newspaper deliveries. Gardening help is also in demand. Quite a few residents
find that their garden is a great pleasure but an increasing burden.
It’s two-way of course. On my various journeys I’ve been educated about flora,
fauna and fungi, discovered lots of fascinating facts about the village’s history, and
been inspired by many personal stories. We know too that the students get a buzz
from being involved, and learn a lot.
Local GP surgeries have been using us more and more; we hope that their
confidence in what we do is growing all the time. We take care to match people to
tasks, and every volunteer is expected to go through the safeguarding checking of
the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS). In many ways we are often bridging a
gap between individual needs for help and what our care system can provide. That’s
often a serious gap. We’re using the phone to keep contact going with villagers;
often people have family very close by during this lockdown but sometimes family
are on the other side of the world.
Many people felt isolated before the lockdown. This crisis has made that worse.
It’s exposed divisions, like the fact that many people have been able to use Zoom or
Skype and enjoy “virtual” contact or enjoyment. But many of us are not online and
even more excluded from what is going on. Perhaps our network of volunteers can
help sort that out as the lockdown eases?
However much help people are getting already, we hope it’s helpful for them to
know we’re here.
Knowing we are here is important. Please help us, and spread the word
about our availability.
Paul Cann, 07930 483927, Hookyneighbours1@gmail.com
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LOCKDOWN SEWING
A group of residents in Hook Norton
and surrounding villages have come
together to help sew for the NHS.
It started when a nurse friend
contacted me asking for scrubs bags
and explained just how low the
levels of PPE were. I made her the
items and after seeing her gratitude
and reaction, I read more into the
situation and decided to help more
in whatever way I could.
I contacted a few local nurses to see
if I could help and with word of
mouth it soon meant I was
inundated with requests and I
realised I would need a lot of help to be able to assist as many of our nurses,
doctors, care workers and key workers as possible so I asked for helpers to come
on board and dust off their sewing machines.
Within a week I had joined three groups on Facebook to enable me to ask
advice/guidance and grow who we could help.
Having established that specific material was not required and the only stipulation
was that the fabric had to withstand regular washing at 60 degrees. I sent out a
plea for old duvet covers and pillow cases - the response was immense from within
the village and surrounding areas.
Initially we were able to assist with requests from the
hospitals in Oxford and Banbury as well as care homes
in Chipping Norton, Bloxham, Banbury, Charlbury and
surrounding villages, and also key workers including the
postal service and our dustbin men - this has since
grown and we have now donated things across the
Country.
We were fortunate enough to have contacts within the
village that requested items and delivered them directly
to those that needed them most. This has helped
enormously from hospitals, GP Surgeries, District Nurses
and those working in Care Homes.
Local people have volunteered and contributed in all
sorts of ways. Sewing, donating fabric, collecting fabric
donations, purchasing and donating cotton thread,
elastic, buttons, binding tape, etc. collecting and
distributing final sewn products.
We are fortunate to have some professional machinists within the village that have
used their trade accounts to enable us to obtain items we wouldn’t have had access
to and at reduced prices, for which we are very grateful.
I predicted that we would be advised to cover our faces in public spaces eventually
so have made, with the help of the wonderful people sewing with me, some fabric
face masks for people living in Hook Norton. These are available free to everyone
living here, we will be continuing sewing these while demand exists.
Please contact me if you would like a fabric mask.
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LOCKDOWN SEWING (Contd)
We are extremely proud as a group to say that every item we have donated has
been free of charge as a gesture of goodwill to everyone in the current situation in
which we find ourselves. I hope that people who would like to contribute, will do so
by supporting the village in the many amazing charity events it organises when we
are able to hold them again. (I will be reminding you all!). We are considering an on
line donation page to contribute to these charitable events should they not be able
to happen this year. We will look into this later in the year.
Who would have thought we would have been helping people not just in our own
County but across the Country. We all feel it’s the least we can do to say thank you
for all they are doing.
I really don’t know where to start in thanking people - I’m hoping that when this is
all over we can get together and support our local brewery and raise a glass to each
other in recognition of what we achieved together. It’s amazing.
Thank you just isn’t enough. Stay well.

Bethan Dennick

VE DAY CELEBRATIONS
“When you need a
little pick-up, you'll
find a little tea-cup,
will always hit the
spot”
Carefully observing
social distancing,
Whittons Close
residents stopped
for tea in respect to
the memory of VE
Day on 8 May.
Although three
generations have
passed since the
original event, folk
memory played out
to melodies from
Vera Lynn and Jack Buchanan in the Maytime sunshine with ladies in pretty tea
dresses, cucumber sandwiches, strawberry jam and clotted cream scones, lemon
drizzle cake and coffee kisses. Who knew a knotted headscarf could be so alluring?
Hostesses Alison Willis and Vanessa Porter dispensed the goodies they had created.
Vanessa’s daughter, Eliza was responsible for the delicious lemon drizzle fancies and
Lucy provided moral support for her mum, Alison; quite a famous foursome, lacking
only Timmy the dog to complete Enid Blyton’s Five (other dogs were available).
Those who could count seventy-five or more summers were adamant that in their
childhood days, the sun always shone and displayed pictures of uniformed relatives
and medals won in un-named encounters when “A nice cup of tea,” could be “my
idea of heaven”.
Alison and Vanessa’s efforts raised £130 for Katharine House Hospice.
Words by Ian Buchanan and photo by Tim Lucas.
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FACILITIES EXTENDED FOR CORONAVIRUS
We have greatly expanded our 10
bedded in-patient unit to a maximum
total of 26 beds to support the
national coronavirus response and
need in our community, and from
Thursday 16 April the Katharine House
Response Centre is now fully
operational.
Our Chief Executive, Angharad Orchard, said: “The coronavirus pandemic is an
unparalleled health emergency which requires an unprecedented response. As a
local provider of specialist care, Katharine House Hospice is well-placed to quickly
support the NHS by providing staffing and our facilities during this crisis.
We are proud that the Katharine House Response Centre will provide much-needed
support to our NHS colleagues and care for people in our community who have been
so supportive of our hospice for so many years.
The hospice will also continue to support our current patients, and local people
diagnosed with a life-limiting illness will still be able to access Katharine House’s
services.
A major consideration for us was how we can care for as many people as possible
over the coming weeks and continue to provide as many of our existing services as
possible whilst also looking after those diagnosed with Covid-19. During this crisis,
we have adapted our ways of working to ensure our services are still there for
patients and families when they need us. Our teams will continue to ensure a high
level of joined-up care and support for all our patients.
The situation is changing rapidly. Katharine House will continue to review its
approach in collaboration with local health services, to ensure that its staff and
facilities are used in the most effective way possible during these difficult times, to
respond to the needs of people in our community who are facing a life-limiting
illness.
Please check our website www.khh.org.uk to check up to date information and
guidance for visiting the hospice during Covid-19 pandemic.
Help to ensure Katharine House can continue to make every moment
matter:
��

Make a donation by post, online (www.khh.org.uk/donate) or by phone
(01295 811 866)

��

Spread the word to friends, family and colleagues that your hospice needs
the ongoing support of our community.

��

Be a regular giver - join the hospice’s lottery by standing order and be in
with a chance of winning £1,000 every week (www.khh.org.uk/lottery)

BALLOON RACE – 2 JUNE
Take part in the 100% environmentally friendly virtual balloon race and raise money
whilst having fun with family, friends and colleagues. Each balloon costs £3 and you
can personalise it your way. All the balloons will be launched on Tuesday 2 June.
The balloon that has reached the furthest when the race finishes 7 days later, will
win a prize: 1st Prize: £500 2nd Prize: Apple iPad 3rd Prize: 10 x lucky winner £10
book vouchers www.khh.org.uk/balloon
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FACILITIES EXTENDED FOR CORONAVIRUS (Contd)
2.6 CHALLENGE
Katharine House is joining the UK’s charities and taking part in the 2.6 Challenge.
Join us, and help raise funds to support our work, there are so many fun ways to
get involved, to find out more head to www.khh.org.uk/26challenge
VIRTUAL QUIZ – EVERY TUESDAY
Join with family and friends, at a distance, and take part in our weekly quiz. There
are prizes to be won and fun to be had, all whilst supporting those with life-limiting
illness in our community. Sign up at www.khh.org.uk/quiz
SHOPPING ONLINE?
Are you looking for a new book to read? A DVD to watch? A gift to give? Then why
not take a look at our EBay shop and continue to enjoy shopping at home. As our
high street shops had to close due to the current government guidelines, lots of our
wonderful products are now available online just head to
https://www.khh.org.uk/katharine-house-hospice-ebay-shop

A QUARANTINE QUIZ!
When writing this quiz, we’ve been cooped-up for 6 weeks, so that’s the theme of
this month’s quiz – with a look on the bright side thrown in!
This and future quizzes will be purely for fun – and you can find the answers for this
edition on page 24.
1. Which Scottish body of water is the largest by volume
_______________
2. Name the A. A. Milne poem, sung by Kermit the Frog.

_______________

3. What is the title of Queen’s 1984 No. 3 hit?

_______________

4. Name the egotistical professor in Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets.

_______________

5. Highclere Castle was the setting for which TV drama series? _______________
6. Name the 1966 film biopic written by Joy Adamson.

_______________

7. What do you call a Rastafarian hair style?

_______________

8. Which 2001 film saw US Special Forces destabilise the Somalia
government and bring aid to the starving population?

_______________

9. What is the title of Nelson Mandela’s autobiography?

_______________

10. Name the 1998 British comedy/thriller film directed by Guy
Ritchie and featuring Vinnie Jones.

_______________

11. What is the title of Petula Clarke’s 1964 No. 2 hit single?

_______________

12. What was the subject of Wham’s 2nd No. 1 single in 1984? ______________
13. What name is given to a country or region entirely
surrounded by land?

_______________

14. Name Richard George Adams 1972 best-seller.

_______________

15 What is the title of The Animals No. 2 hit from 1965?

_______________
Kevin Hope
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I NEED TO REPORT A MASS OUTDOOR GATHERING!
I’m on holidays this week. Not that I can go anywhere of course. I’m just sitting
around watching telly and reading books. There are several upsides to that, it’s giving
me a practice run at what it’ll probably be like when I’m retired and really old, and
it’s very cheap.
We have a honeybee colony in our thatch, it’s
been there for several years, it doesn’t bother
me, bees are in decline and if they want to live
with us and our garden, that’s fine. They don’t
cause us any bother, they just go out to work
in the morning and come back at night, they
don’t come down to ground level at all.
I was sitting outside reading in the back yard
one morning just enjoying the sunshine and I
noticed something odd. A number of bees
were randomly cannoning into me and also
just crawling across the table as if they were
a bit lost or bewildered. I didn’t think much
of it. After an hour or so I went inside to make
lunch. After lunch I was continuing to read
but then noticed a huge racket outside. On
investigation I discovered a scene as if from a
Hitchcock movie. Thousands of bees were
swirling around the backyard, they seemed to
be focusing on a post in the backyard.
I didn’t quite know what to do, but I know a
man who does. David Jones. He may be a
recent ex-Hooky Newsletter editor but he’s still an avid beekeeper. I rang him because
I thought he might be interested, and also thought that he might know what I should
do about them. It turns out both those hunches were correct, and it got even better,
“Would you like me to take them away?”
he offered. Yes please.
Dave gave me a very illuminating
explanation of what was happening, “a
swarm happens when the colony decides
to reproduce by splitting in two. The Queen
and half the workers take off to set up a
new home, usually pausing en-route to
decide exactly where to go - which is what
they were doing on your post. The (half)
colony in your roof is left with some special
cells that will develop into Queens hatching about 10 days after the swarm
left. One of these will become the new
Queen of the bees remaining in your roof”.
Dave and his missus Jacqui promptly
arrived, one wearing the standard white
outfit that I was expecting, one in a grey outfit (I’ll have to report him to the beekeeper
fashion police) and got to work.
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A MASS OUTDOOR GATHERING! (Contd)
Watching them work was quite surreal. It was like having a team of scientists
decommissioning a nuclear reactor in my backyard, or the worst day out in the park
in Salisbury, or a COVID-19 deep clean. They were faced with a slight challenge
though, as Dave explained, “normally the bees can be captured easily because more
often than not they’re on a branch or something that can be easily upended and they
can just be gently shaken off into a hive, this time I’ll have to herd them. I’ve read
about it but I’ve never done it before, this’ll be fun to give it a go”. Which he did. It
was fascinating to watch them patiently smoke the bees and the whole swarm just
moved obediently upwards into the hive which was held above the post. It was like
watching a large patch of mud sliding down a hill, but backwards!
However, in less than 30 minutes, it was all done. Dave left with some reassuring
words, “You will probably have a couple of dozen flying around this evening going
"what just happened?" They are very unlikely to be at all aggressive. Hopefully they
will go back to the parent colony tonight - though a few might come back tomorrow
for a second look at the fence post with confused
faces”.
He even sent me a photo of them luxuriating in
their lovely new beehive home. He also gave me
an update that he thinks the bees he picked up
were a secondary swarm (called a cast), and that
the primary swarm (called the prime) must have
left 10 days ago and that I mustn’t have noticed,
given they didn’t decide to just move to a different
spot in my backyard. Good to know the right
terms. Dave said that he reckoned that he’d
spotted the queen the day after and that she
looked like she hadn’t mated yet (I presume that
if she had, she’d be smoking a tiny little cigarette).
His prediction is that she’d probably go out on a
few mating flights this week and then settle down
and start laying somewhere later in May. At that
time a new empire will then be established,
excellent news.
So, in the end, everyone’s a winner. The honeybees have a palatial new hive, I have
my backyard returned to me and Dave and Jacqui have some freebies.
John McCormick & David Jones

FRIENDS OF HOOK NORTON CEMETERY
There was a wonderful display of the spring flowers this year despite restrictions of
access due to the Covid-19 to see them.
The grass cutters did a great job when they made their first cut of the year and are
to be congratulated in helping making the Cemetery a nice place to visit.
There are proposals to create a nature area where a number of trees have been
removed by the lower gate.
We will be checking on the progress of the new hedge in the next few weeks and
replanting whips where necessary.
John E Blackham
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LIBRARY NEWS
Although library branches are currently closed, there are many online
resources available to Oxfordshire Library customers:�� Download e-books and e-audio onto compatible devices
�� Access e-newspapers, e-magazines, music, research, citizenship & learning
resources
�� Access encyclopaedias and dictionaries (including Britannica Online – for all
the parents/carers currently home schooling).
Within the first week of Oxfordshire libraries closing, there was an increase of 600%
in people signing up for e-Membership, and numbers have continued to rise.
To access the Oxfordshire Libraries online resources, you need your library card
number and library PIN.
Tip: If you don’t receive a reset PIN email, please also check junk email
folders.

If you’d like to access the Oxfordshire Libraries online resources, but don’t currently
have a library account, you are welcome to join online. Please see details below.

You can also access your Oxfordshire Libraries account from your phone or tablet by
downloading the Oxfordshire Libraries App.
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LIBRARY NEWS (Contd)
A Covid-19 Coronavirus Update tile has been added to communicate the latest
information.
You can follow Oxfordshire Libraries on Facebook ‘Oxfordshire Libraries’ or
Twitter@Oxonlibraries
Government advice will guide the reopening of Oxfordshire Libraries, consequently,
there are no current plans to re-open physical library buildings. Re-shaping our
library service and getting this right is our priority. So, when the time is right to
re-open libraries, we want our customers, staff and communities to feel comfortable
and as safe as possible using their libraries.
Where’s Wally Karen? During the lockdown and in this period of recovery, I have
been redeployed to Oxfordshire Customer Service Centre, working from Mount
House in Witney, all alone in an office, to adhere to social distancing. I can walk to
work and spend my mornings phoning and checking in with people who are on the
NHS Shielding list. Ensuring they have support in place to get food, medication and
any other immediate concerns. Just like my usual job, I’m finding that often it isn’t
the practical aspects of the task that are appreciated most. In these strange times
of social isolation, the human connection and some friendly chat is valued just as
much.
Until we meet again. Stay safe & well. Best wishes.
I am currently reading “Reunion” by Fred Uhlman & “An American Marriage” by
Tayari Jones.
Karen Seymour, Hook Norton Community Library Manager,

HOOK NORTON FOOTBALL CLUB
I can’t avoid talking about Covid-19. I didn’t want to, but basically it has effectively
ended our season.
Our second season back in the Witney and District League Division 2 has been
brought to an abrupt end by the aforementioned pandemic. We “finished” in first
place, with 5 games remaining and 10 points clear so first place was not definite but
we are all confident champions status would have been achieved.
The league has been null and voided which means, in reality, the league never
happened. No teams are promoted or relegated based on finishing positions, no
cups have been won and no cup celebrations can be had.
However, after saying that, the league have retained the rights to promote/relegate
teams based on a team’s circumstances. We believe (and hope) that Hooky will be
promoted to Division 1.
If this happens we will have gained consecutive promotions in our first 2 seasons
back as a team.
We’re very proud of the lads regardless of what happens and thank all of your
supporters who came week in, week out to home and away games. Hopefully, we’ll
see you soon in the next campaign.
Chris Tate-Davies and the rest of the team
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SNIPPETS FROM HOOK NORTON PARISH COUNCIL
The Parish Council is pleased that it could re-open the village cemetery following
the original Government directive that it had to be closed.
Unfortunately, the village playground equipment still remains out of bounds until
we are directed otherwise. We thank all villagers for complying with this instruction.
Grass cutting is underway again - The delayed start was due to the current
Covid-19 situation as our contractors had to devise a new logistical approach to
carrying out their services, ensuring the safety of their operatives and the Hook
Norton public. This means that they may not be able to carry out their work as
often as they did last year and may result in some areas being slightly more
overgrown from time to time. However, they will endeavour to keep to our agreed
schedule as much as possible, and areas such as highway verges which might
hinder vision will remain a priority. We thank everyone for their understanding.
The War Memorial Hall garden has had a new rose hedge planted along the new
fence perimeter, with daffodil bulbs interspersed along its base. These have been
done to commemorate the 75th anniversary of VE day, which fell on May 8th. Red
tulip bulbs have also been planted at the base of the walnut tree, planted by the
Royal Logistic Corps in memory of all those who have fallen during conflict. As all
VE activities were cancelled, the afternoon tea at the Hall planned for VE day was
taken out to the community and delivered to some of our older residents instead.
Thank you to Cllr Wilson for overseeing this in conjunction with Hooky Neighbours.
We are endeavouring to set up a Friends of Hook Norton War Memorial Hall and
Gardens group – to help with some minor repairs, oversee the garden, and come
up with fundraising ideas and events, plus overseeing their implementation. Please
contact the Parish Council if you are interested.
There will be no Parish Council meetings at the Memorial Hall until further notice,
as the Hall was closed on March 26th. However, we are hoping that a 'virtual
meeting' will be in place for the June meeting on June 11th. Please check the PC
website for more details nearer the time.
Parish Councillors, and Working Group Assignments are:
Amanda Watkins, Chair
Allison Hicks, Vice-Chair

amanda.watkins@hnpc.org.uk
allison.hicks@hnpc.org.uk

Nathan Matthews
Danny Duggan

nathan.matthews@hnpc.org.uk
danny.duggan@hnpc.org.uk

Derek Brotherston
Janeen Wilson
Diana Porter
Jonathan Muller
David Shepherd
Richard Novis*
Parish Clerk

derek.brotherston@hnpc.org.uk
janeen.wilson@hnpc.org.uk
diana.porter@hnpc.org.uk
jonathan.muller@hnpc.org.uk
david.shepherd@hnpc.org.uk
richard.noviss@hnpc.org.uk
rosemary.watts@hnpc.org.uk

(*Co-opted)

War Memorial Hall
Cemetery and
Allotments
Environment
Cemetery and
Allotments
War Memorial Hall
Recreation
Environment
Recreation
Environment
Recreation

Rosemary Watts, Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer to Hook Norton PC,
rosemary.watts@hnpc.org.uk
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HOOK NORTON CHARITABLE ASSOCIATION
POSTPONED DUE TO Covid-19
RESCHEDULED to 2nd, 3rd and 4th JULY 2021
We are sorry to inform you of the inevitable postponement
and rescheduling of Music at the Crossroads 2020. We held
out as long as possible for a possible change in
circumstances but for now the safety of all is paramount and we thank you for bearing
with us.
We are thrilled to announce that From the Jam will headline the
festival on Saturday 3rd July 2021 and hope that the supporting acts
already booked for this year will also be able to perform. We wish to
thank From the Jam and their team for continuing to support our
festival.
We are a charity event and the tickets you have purchased will remain valid for 2021
and we would greatly appreciate if you are able to keep your tickets for next year,
this will be a huge help as we head through this difficult summer and rebuild for 2021!
If at all possible, the HNCA will attempt to run a small music event later in the year,
we will keep you posted!
Those who purchased tickets on line will be contacted via our ticketing team at
Eventbrite, whom we also thank for their support at these times. For those who
purchased tickets the special discounted tickets at the Village Shop we hope that you
will keep them for next year but if you wish to receive a refund please send an email
to petewatkins4@aol.com
For more information see www.hookymusic.co.uk or search for us under Music at the
Crossroads. Or see our Facebook page.
We will keep you informed via our website and Eventbrite with details as we work
towards a fabulous festival in 2021 with the magnificent From The Jam.
From the team at Music at the Crossroads and the Hook Norton Charitable
Association, keep safe and well.
Chair HNCA and MAC, Pete Watkins, petewatkins4@aol.com

HOOK NORTON FESTIVAL OF FINE ALES 2020
The committee regret to announce that this year’s festival has been
postponed due to the Covid-19.
Although there is a slim possibility that some gatherings will be allowed by the third
Saturday of July the committee felt that they could not responsibly commit to
expenditure that they may not be able to recoup if the festival were cancelled at
short notice. This is very disappointing for us and a blow to national and
(particularly) local charities and organisations that benefit from money raised on the
day.
The beer festival website page entitled ‘the cause’ (www.hookybeerfest.co.uk/thecause/) details the organisations we donated to last year, as well as a video
describing the origins of the festival. If you find that you have unexpectedly saved
money by being unable to spend it in the pub, why not donate some of it to one of
the charities on the list?
We are in touch with the brewery with a view to trying to organise an event in
September but obviously nothing is certain at this stage. Please keep an eye on the
website and Facebook page for updates.
(www.hookybeerfest.co.uk/ www.facebook.com/groups/hookybeerfest/.)
Hugh Robertson
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USEFUL NUMBERS
Faulty Street Lights: 0800 317802; give exact location and number on pole if
possible
Potholes: the front page of the village website or directly to Oxfordshire County
Council on fixmystreet.oxfordshire.gov.uk
Power Failure: call free number 105 to check what is happening with your local
provider;
No Water: find out what is happening by calling Thames Water on 0800 980 8800.
Electricity SSE: 0800 294 3259 or text phone 0800 316 5457;
UK Power Networks: 0800 169 9970;
Western Power Distribution: 0800 096 3080;
Thames Water: 0800 009 3652 or text phone 0800 316 6899;
Anglian Water: 03457 919155;
County Councillor George Reynolds: george.reynolds@oxfordshire.gov.uk
District Councillor Hugo Brown: hugo.brown@cherwell-dc.gov.uk is the main
contact for Hook Norton, and first port of call for any planning or District Council
issues. Alternatively, contact Cllr Bryn Williams or Cllr Mike Kerford-Byrnes.
Parish Council: parishcouncil@hnpc.org.uk
Charges for DIY Waste at Recycling Centres: Oxfordshire County Council
charges for the disposal of non-household waste (e.g. soil, rubble, basins, baths,
wall units, sheds, fences, plasterboard and tyres) at all recycling centres. Details of
charges at www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/chargeablewaste

From the Registers
We are sorry to hear of the death of Nolan
Wood, 11/6/1932 – 23/4/2020
Nolan came to Sugarswell Farm in November
1959. At that time there were at least 10 farms
in or close to the village of Hook Norton.
The dairy farmers walked their cows through the
village from the fields to the milking sheds.
When the wind was in the right direction, he loved
to hear the whistles of the steam trains as they
entered and left Hook Norton station.
He had a quiet life at Sugarswell, except in June
and July when the strawberries were ready for
picking, then he had lots of company and a
chance to catch-up with the local news and
gossip!
Until his illness, he never missed the Church
Service of Remembrance in November, held at St
Peter’s Church.
He shared his love of the land with wonderful neighbours.
With sadness we report that in May a service of ‘Commendation and Committal’ was
held for Walter Wells.
Due to the church being in lockdown this service was held in the Tite Lane
Cemetery.
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VE DAY BOXES
Even before the lockdown, elderly people often suffered
in loneliness, and in my village I’m sure they would have
been looking forward to the VE Day Celebrations. So
when lockdown was announced, my first thought was
everything that would get cancelled or postponed. My
GCSEs had just been cancelled, so I knew that I would
have all the time in the world and I wanted to help
people in any way that I could, despite having to selfisolate because my
brother is vulnerable. I
have been baking for the
NHS but I wanted to do
more. I thought that if we
can’t give the old people
this chance to go out and
celebrate this day, which
will have meant so much to them and their parents, I
could bring the celebration to them. So we contacted
Hooky Neighbours and the Parish Council and with
their connections and funding they managed to make
the whole idea come to life. We were able to get
boxes for free from Encase and food from
Holdsworths and at reduced rates from the Village
Shop. Everyone we spoke to was desperate to help
out in any way they could. My brother designed
stickers and ingredients cards for all the boxes which
KMS very kindly printed for us. I think the nicest thing was the poems and drawings
we got from Hooky Primary School, it just showed that even the youngest people
were willing to help and that meant the world to me. In the week leading up to VE
Day, each day I baked something, cheese scones followed by fruit scones followed
by lemon drizzle slices. By 1pm on Friday 8th May we had packaged 108 VE Day
boxes. Each contain a cheese scone, a fruit scone, a pot of jam and a pot of cream,
a slice of lemon drizzle, a teabag, two cream cheese and cucumber sandwiches and
two cheese and tomato relish sandwiches, two pictures from the Hooky Primary
School children and an ingredients card. On Friday afternoon and Saturday morning
we received so many kind messages and so many happy images of people receiving
their boxes, it made me cry to see that I had been able to
make people happy. I’m so grateful to everyone who helped
me to do this without leaving the house. I’m just so glad that
I have been able to do something, even something so simple
as some afternoon teas, to show people we are thinking of
them.
Eloise Rux-Burton
‘We would like to say a very big thank you for the lovely VE
Day tea box that was delivered to us and many more people
yesterday. I’m sure everyone who received it felt very
appreciative and grateful to everyone involved. Hook Norton
is blessed to have such an amazing group of people who give
up their own time for others.’
Keith Abbott
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HOOK NORTON GIRLGUIDING
It has been very strange not being able to meet during lockdown. Unfortunately,
we have had to postpone the village clean-up and litter pick until further notice, but
we will be back!
You will have seen that we are encouraging members of Girlguiding to light a candle
every Sunday, from 7.10 - 8.20pm, (19.10 -20.20), to reflect the year Girlguiding
was founded in 1910 to the present day. In fact, on 23rd April, St Georges Day,
the Guides and Scouts were invited to wear their uniform when they did their clap
at 8pm for the NHS workers.
We have been keeping in touch with the girls via emails and sending them tasks
and badges to work on. We hope that they will enjoy dipping in and out of these
activities.
We are hoping that some of the Girls in Hook Norton will be taking part in the
Oxfordshire Camp Challenge
badge, which Swere Valley
District are doing on Saturday
23rd May. There are lots of fun
activities that they can do with
their family and either camp in
a tent or make a den indoors!
I know that some of the girls
are baking cakes for the NHS
workers, which are being
gratefully received. Others are
helping out with Hooky
Volunteers doing good turns for
the villagers (particularly girls
who are doing their Duke of
Edinburgh Award). Well done
girls - keep up the good work.
We look forward to starting back to our weekly meetings when we get the go ahead and
hope that the sun will still be shining. In the meantime don't forget the Guide and
Scout slogan - Try to Do a Good Turn Every Day!
Julie Wood, on behalf of Hook Norton Girlguiding,
swerevalleydc@gmail.com

QUIZ ANSWERS
1.

Loch Ness

9.

2.

Halfway Down the Stairs

10. Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels

3.

I want to break free

11. Downtown

4.

Gilderoy Lockhart

12. Freedom

5.

Downton Abbey

13. Landlocked

6.

Born Free

14. Watership Down

7.

Dreadlock

15. We got to get out of this place

8.

Black Hawk Down
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Long Walk to Freedom

BAPTIST BANTER
The current lockdown due to
Covid-19 has curtailed our church
and community activities and we
have entered a new era of using
technology to continue to
function. We have created a
WhatsApp group for our folk to
share news, pray for one
another, encourage each other
and share bible readings, songs
etc. We have found it a valuable
to tool to keep the conversation
going whilst remaining socially
distant!
Our mid-week bible studies have moved to video conferencing using Zoom which
provides us another opportunity to gather together “virtually” in prayer and
learning. It is great to see others on the screen and enjoy the creative backgrounds
the more technically minded add. For me, I have had to raise to the challenge of
video recording my sermons as part of our “virtual” services online which has taken
some getting use to. I am encouraged by our folk willing to take part in leading
prayers, reading the bible, sharing letters and news to produce an interesting 30
minutes of collective worship each week.
One of the by-products of this change in “doing” church is that more people are
getting involved from outside our church building. We are seeing hits and “likes”
from people around the world as they see our rather unprofessional attempt at
being a church in the 21st century during a pandemic lockdown.
Not everyone is able to enjoy these tools as not everyone in our fellowship has
access to the technologies. However, we continue to try and include those folks by
printing off the WhatsApp conversations and any sermon notes for those unable to
see the video or hear the podcast. There is no doubt this lockdown has forced the
church to look at new ways to do church and to share the gospel.
If anyone wishes to join in the conversation of our WhatsApp
group just text me and I will arrange to have you added. If
you wish to join us for the mid-week bible study on
Thursdays at 7pm via Zoom, please drop me an email.
Also, I invite you to visit our website below (which has had a
recent overhaul) for the latest news, virtual services,
podcasts, etc.
If we, the Baptist church, can be of any help at this challenging time, please do not
hesitate to get in contact with me.
May the Lord bless you!
@HookyPastor

www.hookybaptist.org.uk/

Pastor Peter Brookes, 07973 140069, pastor@hookybaptist.org.uk
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CHARLOTTE’S SUNFLOWER FIELD FOR ANNA
Many of you will have heard of 9-year-old
Anna Drysdale from Chipping Norton, who is
currently in New York on a trial
immunotherapy treatment programme
aimed at preventing the recurrence of her
osteosarcoma.
A huge amount of money has been raised so
far by Anna’s team of supporters but more is
needed to support the family through the
remaining treatment sessions and for return
trips to New York over the next 5 years.
You can see updates on Anna’s progress and
fund-raising on her Facebook page –
GoTeamAnna.
At the beginning of May, a small team of
volunteers planted around 3,600 sunflower
seeds in a field on the allotment site in
Chipping Norton.
We are hoping to have a field of yellow
sunflowers later in the summer, in which
people will be invited to arrange photosessions and/or pick the flowers, in return
for a donation.
We’ve also held a scarecrow competition which Anna judged on her birthday – check
out the photos of ‘Ed Sheeran’ and ‘Obi Wan Kenobi’ on the Facebook page!
The field of sunflowers (or scarecrows, if the sunflowers don’t grow!) is something
we hope to create every year, in memory of our friend Charlotte Taylor who we
sadly lost in 2017. Charlotte was the green-fingered one in our CRUK fund-raising
group so I hope we can grow a field of yellow to make her proud!
If anyone has fund-raising ideas that they’d like help or support with, please
contact
Gill Begnor, gillbegnor@live.co.uk

DEMENTIA OXFORDSHIRE SUNFLOWER CAMPAIGN
During this uncertain time of lockdown, we have lots of
initiatives going on and one that we are doing in Hook
Norton is to plant sunflowers, (thanks to Bethan Dennick for
this initiative). The plan is that as many people that can in
our village grow sunflowers in the hope that when they
flower we will be over the worst and the flowers will make
us all smile. The fact that the meanings of sunflowers are:
Longevity, Good Luck, Friendship & Healing is really why
sunflowers were chosen. Perfect really.
Dementia Oxfordshire are also delighted to announce their first Sunflower
Competition. Plant a Sunflower to spread some Sunshine. Supporting people to live
well with dementia in Oxfordshire.
The closing date for the Sunflower Competition is 31st August 2020.
For details please see the Website: www.dementiaoxfordshire.org.uk
Julie Wood
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FRIENDS OF HOOK NORTON COMMUNITY LIBRARY
In these unprecedented times nothing is as it was, and it may
be some time before things return to “normal”. I reflect that
my last article, written in March, optimistically announced the
date of our annual Book and Plant Sale on 16 May. By the time
you read this that date will have passed. I believe it may be
the first time the event has been cancelled since its inception.
Fortunately, however, FOHNCL holds sufficient reserve funds
for us not to be worried about our financial situation.
Even before the present crisis, it had not been an easy year for
the Library, with massive repairs to the Reading Room being
carried out by OCC. And then, just as we were looking forward to the completion of
the work, Covid-19 restrictions were announced and the Library was forced to shut.
I am sure that many of you will be missing your visits to the Library and to the
popular monthly Tea at the Library. I expect that, like me, you are also missing the
readily available choice of books, as well as the cheerful atmosphere fostered by our
wonderful Library Manager, Karen, who is currently working from home. Karen will
be pleased to know that we still have a lovely display of flowers in the tub outside
the Library; many thanks to Steph Klejdys for that.
All plans for our 2020 AGM are on hold until further notice.
On a lighter note, you may have seen recently in the press, the photograph of a
library, where a “helpful” cleaner had used the extra time she had to rearrange all
the books.... in order of size!
If you would like to access the Library Services which are available on line, please
make use of the links below.
Happy reading. Keep safe and well.
www.twitter.com/Oxonlibraries
www.facebook.com/Oxfordshirelibraries www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/ebooks
www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/referenceonline
www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/libraries
Sue Ditchfield, FOHNCL Secretary

FREE PHONE!
FREE TO ANYONE WHO WOULD FIND IT USEFUL!
Telephone that looks and is used like an ordinary phone but
works off a mobile SIM card. (Not provided.)
Not recently used but brand new adaptor.
Ideal for an elderly person in care who can’t have a land line and finds it difficult to
use a mobile phone.
Contact Deborah Weaver on 737791.
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HAY WAY
Walking around the parish during the Covid-19 lockdown makes one aware of the
old footpaths that have been closed to the public in recent years. In a few
instances there are genuine safety and prudential concerns, but in other cases
private landowners appear to be simply taking away traditional rights that belong to
all members of the community. In no instance does this seem clearer than in the
case of Hayway Lane, which goes off to the left from the road running north from
The Pear Tree Inn to The Firs, Temple Mill and Sibford Gower.

Map of Hayway Lane, 2020,
showing the existing right of way (in purple) by-passing the disputed eastern end of
the lane,hatched grey and white above.
This lane existed as early as the 13th century when it was known by the Old English
name of Heiweies, meaning (you guessed it) Hay Way. It was so called because it
gave access to a belt of meadow land running from the foot of Oatley Hill down the
west side of the village, fertile meadows that were farmed in common for centuries.
According to Margaret Dickins in her History of Hook Norton:
Leading into this line of meadow ground, and leading nowhere else, is the lane
known in 1718, and known now [1928], as Hay Way. Doubtless this name was
given from the loads of hay brought for hundreds of years from the common
meadow to the homesteads in the village.
This was presumably necessary because local cultivators tended to live in the village
itself because the strips they farmed were scattered throughout the parish; it was
therefore most convenient to keep and feed their livestock close to their home over
the winter.
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HAY WAY (Contd)
The route of this lane was clearly marked by hedgerows, at a time when there were
very few hedges around Hook Norton. Indeed, it was said that before 1774 one
could travel from Banbury to Chipping Norton without seeing a hedge! In 1981
Perce Hackling, who lived with his brother Jim, the cobbler, on Bell Hill and was a
most assiduous investigator into Hooky’s past, examined the hedgerows that ran
along the Hay Way. In the first 770 yards along the south side of Hay Way, they
counted and mapped at least twenty different species, which Perce calculated meant
the hedge was about 600 years old. Given the rareness of hedges before 1774, this
suggests that the hedge marked a well-used track that locals wished to keep
distinct from the surrounding open fields. In other words, the present Hayway Lane
precisely follows the line of its medieval forerunner.
The traditional organisation of agriculture came to an end when Parliament
authorised the enclosing of the open fields in Hook Norton by the special act passed
in 1773. This Act was given detailed effect by the Award of 1774, which was drawn
up by independent commissioners under parliamentary authority The Award not
only carefully specified which lands were given to named individuals and on what
terms, but also defined the status of many of our roads and tracks. A recent
researcher who has been transcribing Oxfordshire’s Enclosure Acts notes finding,
among the total of 62 routes in our parish, the following:
Cart, carriage and drift way and public foot way (30 feet wide), beginning from the
public road from Hooknorton to Temple Mill, extending along Hayway to the
southeast corner of the 2nd allotment of Lionel Lampet, Clerk, through said
allotment at breadth of 20 feet for 36 perches, adjoining allotments of Daniel
Lampet, Younger (for the use of named persons and a public foot way).
In other words, this recent reading confirms what Margaret Dickins said over ninety
years ago about the Award: "Hay Way is mentioned by name, as a private road and
public foot way."
Now the parliamentary enactments of 1773-1774 are of considerable importance
because they can only be repealed by another Act of Parliament. As far as I know,
they are still the historical foundation of many property rights in the parish. They
are, for example, the foundation of the oldest functioning charity in the parish, the
Heath Allotment Trust, specifying the fields which the Trust still owns and rents out
and defining the charitable purposes to which the trustees must assign the
proceeds. Of course, the courts can rule on the meaning of the original provisions
and can justify a broader interpretation, but only within the intentions of the acts.
So the Award of 1774 seems to establish the legal presumption that the public have
the right to walk along Hayway Lane, and the onus is surely on others to establish
the contrary case.
The effect of the present “no access” notices is to deter the public from taking the
once-popular short walk past the Pear Tree, along almost to Fanthill Farm, and then
turning right along Hayway Lane back to the main road – and from doing it the
other way round, calling off at the Pear Tree on the home leg. They also restrict the
choice of route for those who wish to walk further afield to the foot of Oatley Hill, or
on through Whichford Manor and Cowpasture Farm to more distant parts. Is it not
time that these apparently unjustified signs, preventing us from using the old Hay
Way, be taken down – and the historic right of way be publicly recognised?
Donald Ratcliffe
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HOOK NORTON COMMUNITY LAND TRUST
The planning application for the community housing
project is to be submitted at the council planning
meeting at the end of May and we can expect to hear
the results shortly after, which we will share with the
community when our new website is completed.
We are in the process of working out the details of the
Allocations Policy with Cherwell District Council’s
Housing Strategy Team to ensure the homes are
allocated fairly and transparently and in accordance with
the local connection criteria.
The final design consisted of 12 homes made up of 1, 2
and 3 bedrooms arranged around a landscaped village green with shared growing
areas. The community building with shared amenities also opens onto the green
area and will most likely contain a community run café, workshop space for hire and
2 guest bedrooms that visitors can book to stay over.
The homes are designed to adapt to climate change by including renewable energy
sources in the structure. The Low Carbon Hub in Oxford are designing a micro grid
and working on options to store the energy generated by the solar panels on the
roof of each home and the roof of the nearby Sports & Social Club.
Everything has slowed down due to the effects of the pandemic we find ourselves in
which has at times been overwhelming. The situation will leave a profound effect on
all of us and has shown just how easily things can change. It’s also shown how
resourceful solutions can be found when the Hook Norton community pulls together
to help each
other and we
hope that some
of that shared
spirit will
continue in the
housing project
which has been
designed to
encourage much
needed
community wellbeing and
neighbourliness.

Artist’s impression of interior of the Community Building, Hook Norton Community
Housing Project by Charlie Luxton Design.
Please contact me if you would like more information.

Cathy Ryan, Chair, Hook Norton Community Land Trust,
catherine.ryan@lowcarbonhub.org
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WHAT DO WE WANT TO KEEP IN “THE HOOKY NEW
NORMAL”?
At the outset I’d like to acknowledge that for
many people Covid-19 has been a real hardship
and I personally know people who have lost
loved ones in this pandemic. I appreciate that it’s
only those of us who feel that they have been
living in a Hooky parallel universe, to some extent, that can even start to think
about what we’d actively want to keep from the current “New Normal”.
Over the last few weeks environmental groups, cycling organisations, proponents of
increased home working and the national media have increasingly been talking
about the potential positives that might come out of having to respond to Covid19. Allowing embedded norms to be broken and allowing us all to think what we
would want to be our own routines in the future.
We would love to hear your thoughts on what you’d like to see as part of the
“Hooky New Normal”. Here are a few thoughts to stimulate your creative thinking:

��

Encouragement to take exercise every day – whether a walk, a bike or a
Hooky e-bike

��

The friendliness and helpfulness
of neighbours (A special note at
this point for Hooky Neighbours,
I’ve lost count of the number of
times I have heard people say
“Hooky Neighbours has been a
real lifesaver”)

��
��

Time with the family
Making fewer journeys / not
having to commute

��

My personal favourite is looking
out of the bedroom window in
the morning hearing the
birdsong loud and clear with no
noise of traffic on the roads and seeing those fantastic blue skies of late
with no jet trails (Can you spot the passing crow and the moon rise against
this pure blue sky)?
If you have thoughts on how we might realise these new normal, we’d love to hear
them. For example, I mention how I love those blue sky views from my bedroom
window. So the part I can play in that being sustained is by flying less, a lot less.
I’ve enjoyed miles of bridleways and quiet roads by bike. It’s been a valuable
reminder of just how fantastic time in Hooky is!
But at this stage don’t worry about whether you have thoughts on how to achieve
this “Hooky New Normal” or whether you feel the changes are too difficult to
achieve. Just help us to paint the vision of what you’d like to see for our future.
Please send your thoughts and ideas to info@hn-lc.org.uk
If you think this might be a topic that you’d like to talk about in a “virtual HNLC
open meeting” again just email to let us know and we’ll organise one at the end of
June.
Tim Lunel
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HOOK NORTON ART GROUP
CREATIVITY DURING COVID-19
With over twenty members the Hook Norton
art group has gone from strength to strength
over the past couple of years. This summer
we were due to have our second group
exhibition to showcase the achievement of its
members. In March, with the threat of
lockdown looming, members expressed a wish
to be kept busy during the months that lay
ahead. So, though we have had to postpone a
physical exhibition, the artwork created during
lockdown can now be seen online.
With spring just
around the
corner, we are not short of inspiration. Setting
projects for the class to complete within the safety of
their own homes has been a real joy. Every couple of
weeks I send out an image to work from and a guide
sheets detailing possible methods and approaches. Of
course, members
are also free to
paint and draw their
own subjects. As a
consequence, we
now have a growing
collection of
paintings of the
local countryside,
magnolia blossom,
flowers, and
feathers.
We know that
creativity heals, that the effects of engaging in
any kind of artistic activity are beneficial to our
mental health but alongside this, it also keeps us engaged with our environment
and our lives at a time when we can’t see our family and friends. It encourages
noticing and inspires us to look a bit closer, to see the buds unfolding and the trees
beginning to green.
“In case you didn’t realise it – painting is incredibly relaxing- whilst you paint you
are able to focus specifically on what you are creating and not on what’s happening
in the wider world outside your room. It’s a kind of meditation. It’s not so much
that I’m expecting to be Picasso when all this is over – I just seem to be getting
satisfaction from creating something myself.” Art group member
Hop on over to the gallery page at https://www.rachelcroninartist.com/hooknorton-art-group-isolation-art to see more examples of member’s work. Additional
work will be added as it is created so do revisit the website to see what’s new!
The art group usually runs every Tuesday morning in the Baptist Hall from 10am.
We will be up and running again as soon as it is safe to do so.
Rachel Cronin
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CHIPPING NORTON THEATRE
We are blessed in this area with a small but fabulous professional theatre offering a
huge variety of performances, films, screenings and exhibitions, as well as a
fantastic community and education programme for people of all ages.
For many, a visit to the panto at Chipping Norton Theatre is the highlight of
Christmas, and at this point in the calendar the building should be buzzing with
casting, creative work and ticket sales. Instead, The Theatre is, for the moment, a
rather sad and very quiet place.
We have, at most, a single member of staff working from what is now a dark and
slightly chilly building. Most of the theatre staff have been furloughed and a
skeleton staff of part-time workers remain to keep the organisation running for the
rest of the closure. Panto hopefuls are auditioning for Rapunzel by video, the script
is being reviewed behind the Artistic Director's closed front door.
The box office has found a temporary home in the front rooms and studies of the
box office team (you can still call them on 01608 642350 or visit our
website www.chippingnortontheatre.com to book tickets!)
As we progress through the coming months, we hope to be able to share creative
content and ideas with our audience via email and social media to keep spirits up
and are launching a brand new playwriting scheme 'Speak as One', inviting
members of the public to write short monologues or duologues for the voice, and to
submit their completed scripts to The Theatre.
A team of script-readers will select the best entries to be recorded and released
professionally, with the resulting audio podcasts available online via The Theatre’s
website and social media.
To help introduce participants to the process of writing audio drama, we will be
releasing some special resources presented by a range of industry experts.
We are obviously doing everything we can to keep The Theatre’s head above the
water by reducing our outgoings until we are allowed to reopen. We are making as
many savings as we can, none-the-less, every month we are closed costs The
Theatre £20,000 and eats into our modest reserves.
A huge number of people have responded generously to our 'Head Above Water
Campaign', helping us to stay afloat until better times.
At the time of writing the fund stands at over £50,000 and the stream of messages
in support of The Theatre has been moving and encouraging. We would be very
grateful if you felt able to support the campaign
www.chippingnortontheatre.com/head-above-water.
We are applying for Arts Council Emergency funding, and are pleased to have
received the higher level (£25,000) Covid-19 business grant from WODC in addition
to their usual annual funding.
But even with this support our future is tricky; a closure beyond panto season
would have a significant impact on our finances, taking us into a forecast deficit of
over £200,000; and yet we fully appreciate the role we must play in supporting the
current restrictions to bring down the spread of disease and avoid a second spike,
and would not seek an early end to restrictions on economic grounds alone.
Helen Datson, Head of Fundraising
hdatson@chippingnortontheatre.com
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CRIKEY! I NEED TO GET TO THE AIRPORT!
Airports. Remember them? Places where you queue for ten minutes or more one
foot either side from people you’ve never met to go through security, where a person
who’s handled fifty other grimy peoples laptops and phones in the last hour puts their
dirty mitts all over yours, where you then sit half a foot away from another person
who you’ve never met for fourteen hours, where you can’t be sure whether they’re
washed their hands today full stop, let alone for twenty seconds. So last year.
Saturday February 1. I take my wife Kerrie out there and wave sadly goodbye, sad
because she’s not going to be back until March 27, she’ll be seeing how her mum and
dad have settled into their new retirement flat, which will be quite a change after their
enormous house. Oh well, Mr Marks & Mr Spencer will look after me.
One of the tasks that I thought I’d get sorted while the car was being less frequently
used was to get the annual service and MOT done. Good plan, I thought. I book it
in for Friday March 20, just nicely before the MOT due date early in the following week.
Meanwhile … as we know, the situation goes to hell in a handcart, everything gets
locked down, she can’t go anywhere there and empty planes continue to fly out of
Melbourne on a daily basis.
By mid-March I get a very bad feeling that surely this can’t go on much longer, they’ll
ground all the planes, no one will be able to get out of the country for months. She
only has a limited supply of medicine, that can’t easily be replaced there without the
right prescriptions etc.
Wednesday March 18. I send an email to the airline laying out my dilemma and ask
whether they get her on a plane earlier, I include the pointed comment that they
surely can’t tell me that they don’t have any spare seats. Bless their little socks, Royal
Brunei reply less than an hour later telling me that she can have a seat on a flight the
following evening.
Even though it’s a discounted ticket that theoretically can’t be changed without having
to mortgage my first-born, they agree to do it, no questions asked or conditions
applied. Nice. They’ll get my business next time. So, the flight gets here very early
Friday morning, March 20.
Crikey! That’s when the car’s booked in for the service and MOT. I can’t shift it back
because then it will pass the MOT date and not be driveable (this was in the days
where MOTs had to be done by when they were due). What do I do? Taxi from the
garage? Bus? (Yeah, right, she’d have been thrilled about that). Try to borrow another
car? No, Hooky Car Club.
Friday March 20. I booked the Skoda (acres of room in the back for suitcases), stroll
down at stupid o’clock to pick it up - down, back, all over by mid-morning. All for a
cost of less than a quarter of what it would have cost to get a taxi there and back.
Phew. Thanks Hooky car club. Virus drama saver.
Postscript. I found out later that on March 23 Royal Brunei changed their schedule
from daily flights to just two a week. It would have been carnage on her due date
back, March 27. I am now, officially, a genius.
John McCormick
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DISCOVERING HOOKY
Are you enjoying walking round Hooky during the lockdown? If so, why not add
interest to your wanderings? Various guides to the village and the surroundings
have been issued by the Local History Group over the years and are still current.
Consider the following:
Hook Norton Village Trail
This newly revised booklet (2017) offers six routes through the village which can be
blended to create slightly longer walks. Pointing out items of interest, it contains a
map and twelve original illustrations. 20 pages, £3.
Hook Norton Footpaths: four walks round the village
Revised by David McGill in 2003, this short booklet describes shortish walks round
the outskirts of the village. It is now out of print, but a free copy may be found on
the Village Website at:
https://hook-norton.org.uk/village-life/about-hook-norton/walking-around-hooknorton/
Unfortunately, this copy does not print off well and the pages require shuffling!
However, we are currently looking to revise and extend the pamphlet and arrange a
new printing of it, as soon as possible in these difficult times. Keep an eye open!
The Story of Hook Norton: for Readers of all Ages, by Sean Callery
This now standard, beautifully illustrated, best-selling book offers all sorts of clues
to what there is to see around the village. Worth examining again for its
entertaining hints and visual indications.
If you need a copy, we still have a few left and may soon contemplate a third
reprint. 48 pages, £8.99.
Mappa Hooky
This essential, up-to-date guide (2020) shows the roads, footpaths and rights of
way in both village and parish.
If you haven’t got a copy, we can provide one. £5.
Available from:
David McGill, Sunnybank Farmhouse, Scotland End, Hook Norton, OX15 5NR
(email: scotlandend@btinternet.com), phone 01608-730930.
Donald Ratcliffe, Home Close Cottage, Down End, Hook Norton OX15 5LW
(email: donald.ratcliffe@history.ox.ac.uk), phone 01608-730917

HOUSEHOLD WASTE REOPENING
In line with Government guidance, Household Waste recycling sites will reopen on
18 May with new site rules to ensure social distancing and the safety of residents
and site staff. Trips should only be made for waste that cannot be stored at home,
or which would cause harm to health if stored.
There will be new site rules to ensure social distancing and to keep everyone safe,
please make sure you read them before you
visit www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/wastereopenquestions
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FROM THE PARISH WARDEN
Hi Hooky. I sincerely hope that you and yours are all keeping safe and well. What
strange times we are living in. It sometimes feels a bit like suddenly finding
ourselves in a sci-fi movie. Let’s pray there’s not a sequel!
So, what are my observations, around the village, since the beginning of lockdown?
Well, firstly, I noticed how much quieter it was. And how much more vocal the
birds seemed. Being blessed with such beautiful weather, and being unable to,
temporarily, practice my mobile hairdressing service, I took the opportunity to do a
few extra jobs around the village, that were long overdue, including washing some
of the village boundary gates, and some road signs.
I’ve also washed some of the public bins, inside and out, at the playground,
Memorial Hall and bottle bank. And hopefully, the seeds I’ve planted, and
scattered, in a few areas around the village will provide some areas of colour, later
in the summer. I’m growing some seedlings in my garden, which I hope to plant
out later, so any suggestions about where you’d like to see them go would be
gratefully accepted.
I’ve also noticed, whilst children and youngsters haven’t been on the streets,
unaccompanied, that the amount of litter has diminished even though the number
of people, especially family groups, I’ve seen out has increased considerably. I’ve
found no bottles, cans, broken glass, cigarette packets, crisp packets, very few
sweet wrappers, no McDonalds packaging.
Since the queuing was introduced outside the village shop it’s been a lot tidier there
too. However, I have found an excess of dogs’ mess and cigarette butts! This
leads me to think that people who smoke, and are normally at home or work, whilst
someone else walks their dog, have been having to walk the family mutt
themselves but are not familiar with the location, or use, of dog poo bags! And I’ve
seen a few children walking dogs, who may not have been taught to “pick up”.
It has been so good to not find the ever-present evidence, especially in and around
the playground, of underage recreational smoking and excess alcohol consumption.
Long may it last!
No one can deny that, certainly for the imminent future, times will be somewhat
different to what we are used to. I, for one, have been missing my hairdressing,
and the income it provides, although I have been thoroughly enjoying doing some
gardening for a few folk, and spending time with my newly adopted boys, Jimmy
and Dean, who I collected the day before lockdown. They’ve been a Godsend to me
through all the changes. It’s also been commented on by many of my dog-owning
friends how many people, and dogs, are out that we have never seen in the village
before. Does this mean these people have only very recently acquired a new fourlegged friend or puppy or does this indicate that the family dog doesn’t usually get
walked? Either way, I hope these dogs are for life and not just for lockdown.
Anyway, let’s hope that life can return to normal, very soon, and that in the
meantime, not too many of us suffer the consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Stay safe, stay well, and may God bless you and your loved ones. See you around.
Wendy Gordon, Parish Warden for Hook Norton, 07779 737718
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MY COVID-19 STORY - WALKING
I have lived in this beautiful village for more than 20 years and even though I have
explored the walks around the village occasionally over this time, I have never
really made the time to fully explore the beauty of the village and its surroundings.
I work part-time mainly in Oxford & London and with the advent of Covid-19 most
of my work moved to video conferencing. Early on I decided to try to make as much
of a positive out of such a horrible time. I find myself on my own in Hooky, with all
my family & most of my friends in the rest of the UK & around the world.
So, I decided to
walk the footpaths
around the
village. I started
around the end of
March and have
walked almost
every day since. I
have seen spring
unfold around the
village and
explored every
footpath in all
directions. I have
walked the
footpaths to
Swerford,
Wiggington,
Whichford, along
the D’Arcy Dalton
Way, the bluebell
woods, Cradle
Farm, the railway
embankment and
all around the
village.
All the walks are
lovely, and I have
taken many wonderful photographs, but I think that my favourite walk is uphill
through Ale Wood, towards Great Rollright and back along the D’Arcy Dalton Way
entering the village down the hill behind the allotments. This walk is around 5 miles
and has such a variety of scenery with lovely views across to Hook Norton &
Warwickshire, as well as lambs, crops and the occasional horse rider. We are lucky
that Hook Norton is in a dip as the uphill bit always comes at the beginning of the
walk!
Spring this year, including the weather, has been amazing. The walking has been an
opportunity for me to think about all the good things we have and the lessons we
need to learn from this period of enforced ‘isolation’, and to pray for all the people
who are suffering from this virus. I have chatted ‘at a distance’ to many lovely
people and the whole experience has really helped me deal with this incredibly
awful time.
Anne Tutt
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HOOKY SCHOOL NEWS
We are so grateful for all the efforts that parents
and carers are making while looking after children
at home.
The school remains open for Key Workers’ children
if they have no other options and this has meant a
very small group in school.
As a result, many of our teachers are able to work
from home: supporting parents with their homeschooling whilst also looking after their own
families.
The change has been stark, as we are used to a
bustling environment of excited children keen to
learn and play, along with a close and committed
staff team.
We often describe Hook Norton as ‘like a family’. We do long for a return to
normality.
Going forward, one of the new ideas that the governing body is keen to develop is
that of an alumnus.
Although this is traditionally the domain of universities and independent schools, we
feel that our former students have just as much to celebrate with the vast array of
careers they represent.
Simply by chatting amongst ourselves we could think of builders, plumbers, those in
IT, doctors, nurses, teachers, head teachers, writers, farmers, film producers,
hairdressers and social workers. In fact, many more than that!
If you went to school here, then we would love you to contact the office and let us
know. We want to celebrate our former students and we know that your journeys
will inspire our current students. Whatever role you have could inspire a child to
consider a role they had never thought of before. If you can provide us with a little
information about what you do and the route you took to get there it would be
invaluable.
Also, if there’s a website, we could add a link for everyone to dig deeper. The
children in school right now are the future of our local and global economy, and
while many may work in jobs that don’t even exist yet, they will benefit hugely from
being able to find out more about the options that lie before them.
Initially, we hope to create a website of alumni and celebrate our former students.
These first steps could develop into an alumni day / assemblies if some of you
would like to meet the pupils and inspire them directly. This could even lead to a
network connecting our local talent with future career opportunities.
We want to emphasize that we value all roles and would welcome anybody to join
the alumni if you are a former student. This could be the start of something very
special.
Justin Stone, Head teacher, office.3044@hook-norton.oxon.sch.uk
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NEWS FROM THE RECTOR
Have you noticed St Peter’s Church notice board displays?
They have been amazing! My thanks to Janet Collins and
Keith Disney for putting up stunning posters and inspiring
words of encouragement over this Easter season celebrating
that Jesus Christ is risen from the dead and very much alive
to be with us to support us through this time of lockdown.
Have you watched our midweek services recorded from our
homes and the recordings of our live Sunday services or
read one of our ‘Thoughts for Sunday’? Many of these and
further materials can be found on our website page:
hooknortonbenefice.org.uk or www.stpetershooknorton.org.uk Our Facebook page is: St Peter’s Church
Hook Norton, and our YouTube channel of recordings is: Hook Norton Benefice.
These are ways that we are reaching out to you and saying, ‘The church is open,’
but in a new way for a new time. If you would like the link to our live services
please email Cate Whitehead our church administrator at
office@hooknortonbenefice.org.uk
One benefit of lockdown is the number of people I have met around the village
while out and about. That has always been lovely. Thank you to everyone who has
stopped to chat. However, I am aware that there are some extremely vulnerable
people, young and older, who are shielding, some along with their households, who
have not been able to enjoy the same impromptu and casual conversations with
friends and neighbours. They are held in my thoughts and prayers along with any in
our village for whom this crisis has been a disturbing or distressing time, those who
have fallen ill, those who are unemployed, those who have concerns for the health
of a friend or loved one, those who are struggling with new lockdown routines and
those who have lost someone dear to them.
The church of St Peter’s would be pleased to hear from anyone who would like a
phone call, simply for a chat or to discuss their needs. Please ring either Jan Hughes
on 01608 737900 or myself the Rector, Revd Janet on 01608 737223.
Our churches support the work of Polly who feeds the homeless in Banbury.
Imperishable food donations can be given to Jenny Mead who is kindly ensuring
Polly receives our support. Polly is especially grateful for tins of soup, meat or fish,
for rice (not pasta) and for wrapped biscuits such as ‘Penguins’. Please ring Jenny
on 01608 730146.
Maybe as you read this the church will have been allowed to open its doors for
private prayer, we do hope so. If so, do pop inside for peace and calm, for a sense
of the presence of God whose love for you is bigger than any crisis, and for ideas for
prayers and reading. We will keep you posted of any plans for our first service back
in church. I pray that you will keep well, and that we will soon be altogether once
again.
Rev’d Janet Faull, Rector@hooknortonbenefice.org.uk
Treasurer Needed-Can you Help?
The churches of the Hook Norton Parish [Hook Norton: St Peters; Swerford: St
Mary’s and Great Rollright: St Andrew’s] are looking for a Treasurer to manage the
set of accounts that support their joint ministry. Whereas each church has its own
treasurer this would support the income and expenditure of monies that are
overseen at a higher level. If you can offer your help then please do contact the
Rector.
Revd Janet Faull, 737223, Rector@hooknortonbenefice.org.uk
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HOOK NORTON COMMUNITY FIRST RESPONDERS
May 2020 Update
This spring update is not quite the snapshot
of optimistic news I was expecting to write
about. However, we always look for positive
outcomes in everything we do. Hopefully
this inspires others to do and think the same. So, when I sat down
to compose this contribution to the Hook Norton Newsletter, rather
than add to the Covid-19 avalanche of news and events, I looked for a positive
theme and I am pleased to say it didn’t take long. That search for relevant, positive
news revealed many acts of kindness and positivity in our village. One of the most
notable and relevant for us was a member of our community, whilst out and about
in the village, going to the aid of a gentleman who had suffered a cardiac arrest.
The rescuer’s calm presence of mind and quick reaction, dialling 999 immediately,
allowed the ambulance service Call Handler to talk him through CPR (Cardiac
Pulmonary Resuscitation) and its delivery. We understand the bystander who went
to the rescue had no formal training of CPR, but his quick thinking and the Call
Handlers support, ensured a positive outcome. I was delighted to learn this week
that the casualty concerned is recovering well after his ordeal.
Our Restart A Heart events endeavours to communicate and endorse the concept of
The Chain of Survival, that is four interdependent links comprising a chain of
events, they are, Early Access, Early CPR, Early Defibrillation, and Early Advanced
Cardiac Life Support. Of interest in this case, the rescuer provided chest
compressions only.
Given the current Covid-19 scenario, it is also worthy of note that if anyone is
confronted by someone who is seriously unwell be that a trauma (falls, head or limb
injury’s, haemorrhaging etc.) breathing difficulties or cardiac arrest, we would
advocate dial 999 immediately (the NHS A&E are open and will accept patients
whether injured, ill or both). If required, deliver “Hands Only CPR” and Defibrillation
(if relevant and practicable). We would counsel anyone intervening in such
situations to avoid any airway assistance whether family or not. Given the Covid-19
risks you should endeavour to keep yourself safe, perhaps cover your nose and
mouth, if you do not have a mask then use a scarf or cloth. Ensure you wash your
hands, arms and face thoroughly with soap and hot water and change your clothes.
If you have no experience or knowledge of how to deliver CPR then this is one of
many links that might help, it really is easy; we can all do this. Just remember that
“ear worm” Bee Gees song, Staying Alive, that’s the rhythm you need to use.
This is the link to the British Heart Foundation training video for the delivery of CPR.
https://www.bhf.org.uk/how-you-can-help/how-to-save-a-life/how-to-do-cpr
I have also posted this on our Facebook page (Hook Norton Community First
Responder Scheme), click the link to watch the video.
We would like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to those who organized and
delivered the VE Day surprise Afternoon Tea boxes. It was a wonderful initiative
and for those people who received the treats, but moreover during this
unprecedented “Lockdown” this interaction is a real boost to individual mental
health. As CFR’s we are often faced with people who, for no fault of their own, are
isolated and lonely. Usually when we arrive they are unwell. Often our visits are
welcomed just because its company as well as support and assistance, we hope all
of those who were involved in this project know just what a wonderful contribution
they made.
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COMMUNITY FIRST RESPONDERS (Contd)
The Hooky Neighbours Scheme has also made an invaluable contribution in
providing the support, kindness and positivity that is so badly needed in the
situation we are all experiencing today. There are many other groups and
individuals who support others in the village and beyond and in the face of this
pandemic have gone the extra mile to do more. We would like to take this
opportunity to pay our respects to all of you too for that exemplary contribution.
In March and April 2020, the Hooky CFR’s attended a total of 24 patients across
quite a wide geography including Hook Norton, Chipping Norton, The Sibfords and
Rollright.
The Hook Norton CFR Team with the support of South Central Ambulance Service
(SCAS) are proud to support the Resuscitation Council (UK) who run the campaign
‘World Restart a Heart Day.’ Restart a Heart Day’ is a global initiative to raise
awareness and education of CPR and AEDs in the community and takes place every
year on the 16 October. As yet we are not sure what the future holds, we had
hoped to have an initiative in Hook Norton by way of a challenge. I regret Covid-19
has impacted that and it is looking less likely by the day it will be a feasible event.
But as ever we remain hopeful and optimistic and will keep you updated.
We will tell you more in the next newsletter, please watch out for updates by way of
Facebook and Twitter.
The mantra at the time of writing this has been STAY AT HOME – PROTECT THE
NHS – SAVE LIVES. By the time this goes to press the message may change a
little, but we would ask you to follow this or any variation there may be. Whatever
we must protect the NHS and by doing that we will save lives, as CFR’s it is what we
do, PLEASE do the same.
Finally, do visit our Facebook page, if you haven’t it helps us of you could ‘Like it’
and tell other about it. We post our articles and general advice as and when
appropriate and it’s a good way to contact us if you have any questions.
Christopher Fry

PILATES IN SIBFORD

On-line classes and private tuition available
Madeleine Wilson M.Sc, Mat & Studio Master Teacher Offers
Bespoke One to One and Duet sessions
Training on Specialised Pilates Equipment
Reformers, Chairs, Barrels & Cadillac
Small Group Matwork Classes
For all Levels from Beginners to Advanced
Tel: 01295 780279
Mob: 07905 953300
email:madeleine@pilatesinsibford.co.uk
www.pilatesinsibford.co.uk
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MY COVID-19 STORY - WELLBEING
Four weeks ago, my
last face to face
teaching seemed a bit
out there as I talked
about how Sukhita
Yoga looks after us
both through life and
as preparation for
death.
Socially we’re not too
comfortable broaching
the subject of the
fullness of our life-cycle but in the short space of time that has passed since then,
we find ourselves catapulted into a stark new reality. Some of our old certainties
seem so shallow and unreliable in compelling contrast to the familiarity of the
changing seasons which we find stimulating and reassuring. Change is upon us and
is coming from the outside in, challenging our habits, attitudes, our coping
strategies and values. It is the biggest shake up for our generation and a clarion call
to wake up and live with greater awareness, love and responsibility.
It is time to take a long and patient look at our contribution to where we find
ourselves and to ask which future we want, because they each have a cost. How
would you feel about saving the vast coral reefs, the wildlife of the Serengeti and
the glaciers of the Himalaya’s or the forests of the Amazon if it meant giving up the
choice to see them?
So it feels particularly important that we now spend time growing a sense of
spaciousness for a wider awareness and explore what it means to have individual
and collective responsibility. This process of expansion has always been a natural
part of spiritual retreat and will allow us to prepare for new beginnings as our old
norms move out of view. We should not be surprised about feeling lost and afraid.
Riding change on this scale and relinquishing old habits will not be easy for any of
us.
This is why our practice is so helpful and important…it clears and prepares the way,
giving us little steps to take and showing us greater perspectives beyond our own
small and sometimes fragile identity. Mind states are happily not permanent and it’s
comforting to recognise that we are more like clay than we might imagine and can
be moulded and re-moulded with the intentions we set for ourselves and the
presence we grow within us.
Here is a suggestion to help you over the days, weeks and months ahead:
Spend time in nature, go barefoot if you can and let yourself relax into the weight of
your body in contact with the ground, breathe. Don’t be in a rush to move on and
entertain your mind. Wait, let your thoughts move on by, smile and relax, feel your
breath, make the mental effort to rest with your breath and not give in to
restlessness and move away. Keep going for a few minutes and gradually with
practice increase this time. Encourage yourself, knowing that when you do this you
are growing your inner reserves for balance and the space where you will feel your
intentions for the way ahead and plant the seeds for love.
Sarah and Hugh from Sukhita Yoga are running a full schedule of online classes for
adults and children with mindfulness, yoga and natural movement.
Sarah and Hugh Haden
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KATHARINE HOUSE HOSPICE – A VOLUNTEERS VIEW
What a privilege it is to work at KH. As a volunteer receptionist I have had a
number of conversations with relatives who want to chat. In the days before Covid19 patients and relatives would come for treatments such as lymphoedema care or
a massage, or relatives of patients would have a break and sit and chat.
Others would come for bereavement counselling and they would chat with me as
they waited their turn. I came to know a number of people attending the Living Well
sessions. Such bravery and dignity I am honoured to witness.
Then all changed, quite quickly about three months ago. Covid-19 arrived in the UK
and plans were being made.
A call went out to the KH volunteers asking for people with a background of nursing
or healthcare to consider helping on the wards. My background is Primary Care
nursing, so I volunteered to work as a Healthcare Assistant.
Now, of course with Covid-19 all non-essential care has stopped: no treatments, no
Living Well sessions and no one-to-one counselling on site, although there is some
contact by telephone.
Now the people I meet are coming to see their loved ones at the very end of their
lives. Up until Covid-19, visitors would go in and out freely. Now only one visitor
per patient is allowed and they must wear PPE.
So each visitor is escorted on to the ward and given their PPE then showed to their
loved one’s room. There is no mixing with other relatives, no chatting with other
patients.
If several people have come to see a patient they wait outside and go in as one
comes out. As you can imagine this is a very hard and emotional situation for
them.
Covid-19 has changed the shape of KH in more ways than one. KH has temporarily
become a Covid-19 Reception Centre. What was a 10 bedded unit has now been
converted, temporarily, to a 26 bedded unit, with offices and various rooms being
converted into bedrooms. All the work paid for by the NHS.
At the time of writing KH was still only receiving end of life patients previously
known to the hospice thanks to the reducing need for the extra beds.
Working with patients with Covid-19 means we are wearing protective masks and
goggles all the time and put on face visors and fresh aprons and gloves before
entering each room.
Then of course the process is repeated backwards on coming out of the room. How
sad that the last faces the patients see are covered up.
The nurses are saddened at how their place and style of work has changed but they
are doing their best.
The care and attention each patient receives, in spite of the difficulties is second to
none. Nothing is too much for them. They are kind and patient and do what they
can in the very changed circumstances they are used to.
Judy Ormerod
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KMS LITHO
For me at KMS Litho the announcement of lockdown by the Prime Minister on March
23rd was a shocking realisation of how bad the situation had become in the UK. I
had been following progress in Italy closely as we had been producing a Law journal
for a British law publisher based in Northern Italy; so was fully aware of the
restriction that had been imposed there.
March 24th was a day of confusion – were we supposed to be at work or not?
Fortunately we had already set up a WhatsApp group for the staff of KMS and
arranged remote log in to pc’s for staff who could potentially work from home. I
relayed the message late on the 23rd that I felt it correct to stop staff attending the
premises other than those who were essential to operate machinery. The morning of
March 24th was horrendous, the telephone was ringing off the hook with customers
cancelling projects and postponing print. I hastily made the decision to start
mothballing the business and started panicking how on earth the business would
survive, especially as the latest salary run was due a few days later.
As the dust started to settle on the 24th the rather confusing statement from Big
Boris became clearer, with clarification from our trade body (The BPIF) and the FSB
that in fact we could still operate if we could do so safely. This was a welcome relief
as we had still got several large orders in progress that were still needing fulfilment.
News of the furlough scheme was a huge relief and weight lifted from my shoulders
personally. The staff could be protected along with the business. After consultation
and agreement with all involved we immediately scaled the operation back so that
we had just three staff on site, two off site. The other eight were placed on furlough.
Since then we have continued to operate almost normal hours but at a much reduced
capacity. We have still been receiving orders but at a level probably 20% of the previous
norm. That said we are being kept busy by a large educational publisher based in Oxford
who are one of our largest clients. During the past month we have won a substantial
amount of work from them which previously had been printed in China, so let’s hope
that when the dust settles this type of positivity might emerge from this crisis. We have
the ability and skill sets to manufacture in this country so maybe the large corporations
will think twice in future and look closer to home – maybe it is something we should
all be a lot more aware of in the future and support the UK economy’. Normal opening
hours remain in place although we cannot allow visitors in to the building currently.
737640, enquiries@kmslitho.co.uk
Mark Willis

MATTHEWS COTSWOLD FLOUR
Our mill at Shipton under Wychwood has been working
flat out to meet demand. They’ve caught up with orders
now and wanted to say thank you to all their loyal local
customers who had to wait for their flour to arrive. Post
a photo of your bake with the hashtag
#Hookylovesbaking on any of Matthews social media
channels and three will be selected to win a box of five
free 1.5 kg bags of flour. Also, Matthews is donating free
flour to any local organisations baking for the NHS or
vulnerable so please email Orders@matthews.co.uk to
nominate an organisation.
Thank you
Bertie Matthews.
(Here’s Bertie with a trade sized bag of Cotswold Crunch)
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STAGE, GALLERY AND CONCERT HALL
CLOSED BUT NOT FORGOTTEN!
I must say that I feel very proud of our theatres, galleries and concert halls. While
most are burdened with financial worries because of the coronavirus lockdown,
many are making great efforts to keep the flame of the Arts and Culture alive by
bringing their wares into our own homes.
So far we have been able to see some wonderful plays – perhaps sensibly at first,
light-hearted. The National gave us the hilarious ‘One Man, Two Guvnors’ with
James Corden showing a clown-like athleticism that belied his shape! Then a joyous
production of ‘Twelfth Night’ with Tamsin Greig as a transformed Malvolia.
I see the National is moving into more serious vein on YouTube with ‘Antony &
Cleopatra’ starring Ralph Fiennes & Sophie Okonedo. This is followed by ‘Coriolanus”
with Tom Hiddlestone and then Gillian Anderson’s star role as Blanche in ‘A
Streetcar Named Desire’.
On stage all these plays were well-reviewed: only the best! So, keep your eyes
skinned.
The Galleries too are coming into our homes – from Tate Britain, National Museum
of Scotland and Amsterdam’s Rijksmuseum. But don’t think it is only the great
galleries of the world. Take a look at our ‘locals’ – Birmingham Museum & Art
Gallery and The Ashmolean.
I am personally attracted to the Hepworth Wakefield, with its ‘Bill Brandt/Henry
Moore: In Detail’. Though working in different mediums, both were drawn to similar
subjects: war, industry, family life & the home. Another appeal for me is the
Kelvingrove Art Gallery & Museum, Glasgow.
I must mention the Royal Academy’s dose of inspiration with the pair of engravings
by the great satirical artist, Hogarth; ‘Beer Street’ and ‘Gin Lane’. Perhaps their
morality message might warn some of us of the need for restraint in our alcohol
intake during lockdown!!!
The Concert Halls too are closed but we are able to listen to our favourite
composers or orchestras perfectly well on the radio. Any distracting coughs or rustle
of sweet wrappers will be of your own making!
I’ll close with a word or two about the future! There is a fear that many art
organisations will never re-appear or will be totally changed. Many individual
musicians and actors may find it very difficult to resume their performing skills. Nor
let us forget the huge number of ‘backroom’ workers employed in these fields who
may not be needed – I was staggered at the number of works of art that move
around the world for major exhibitions – and how many are stranded away from
‘home’. Did you know the famous Van Gogh ‘Sunflowers’, on loan from our National
Gallery, is a very expensive yellow square in a darkened Tokyo gallery?
Probably the social-distancing aspect in all Theatres & Concert Halls will produce the
biggest challenge – but I refuse to be downhearted. I believe the lockdown will
make us more appreciative of the power of art and prepared to find ways…!
Home may be where the heart is but it is the Stage, Gallery & Concert Hall where
our true and deepest cultural needs are met.
A final thought – I read. ‘Art is what humans do in spite of, often because of,
catastrophes. So keep smiling – at a safe distance!
John Wheatley
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MY COVID-19 STORY - PEOPLE
Well, have we all lost the will to ZOOM yet?
I have enjoyed my Ukulele nights, my son’s birthday zoom, my quiz nights I can’t
say I haven’t but – I want to see everyone in REAL life don’t you? I wish I’d had
shares in the company that’s for sure.
Awaiting Boris’s announcement, I became a member of the FOLE club – did you? I
really did; what is it? Well to be a member you have to have ‘Fear Of Lockdown
Ending’. I just couldn’t imagine what he’d let us do or not do – and I think I’ll be
stressed out about it all anyway – travelling, meeting up with people etc.
Ho hum. Oh dear, the days have drifted by and if I’m honest I feel like I’ve very
little to show for it lately. At the beginning I whizzed round cleaning, sorting,
walking, hobbying! But lately – I have become lazy and sloth-like.
‘What’s App’s’ were coming thick and fast with jokes etc., but lately- not a lot. I
should have made stacks of progress with filing, deadly dull admin, and although a
few have been reluctantly been completed, I have focused on the nice things and
those ‘non nice things’ are left – till later.
In the before times most of us could measure our lives against the tick of a clock;
waking drinking/eat/work/connect with people/sleeping; the time-table of our daily
lives has been drastically rearranged. Where has the time gone? I am aware that I
have lolled about more this week but when Dominic Raab announced that after
three weeks restrictions wouldn’t be lifted any time soon, I thought right…. But
really, what’s the rush? There was no sense of urgency of anything. I am a FOLE
definitely. I can now see why prisoners nearing the end of their sentences do not
fancy facing the outside world again.
I really have questioned whether I will have forgotten how to interact with people.
How will I cope when let out in the busy to be world?
That’s what I can do this weekend – Hand knit myself a new personality.
I will never again take for granted being able to go and do whatever I want when I
want. Getting back to normal life will be a challenge.
There is one thing I have achieved and that’s a feeling of wellbeing, especially when
Boris and the Queen thanked me for it. In adult life we don’t get figures of authority
saying ‘Well done.’ Staying at home may be the one thing I’ve achieved but in its
way it’s a big thing – Well Done Me and you of course.
We will remember the crisis and eventually, by the time this is all over, there will
have been a lot of deaths, grief and suffering but it will end and the world will still
be here.
Joy Dansette

HOOK NORTON CRICKET CLUB
Our season should have begun by now and so far we have had
brilliant cricket weather!
However we are busy behind the scenes ensuring that Hook Norton
Cricket Club is ready to go, if and when we are given the green
light this season.
If this enforced time out has given you the appetite to take up a
new interest, then do get in touch. We welcome players of all standards whether it
be league cricket or a friendly knock on a Sunday, and we are always on the lookout
for help with umpiring, scoring and coaching.
Contact Rob Webb, 07932 156641 and keep an eye on our Facebook page:
Hook Norton Cricket Club@ hookycricket.
Julia Ingham, Secretary
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LONELINESS OF THE HOOKY RUNNERS – NOT!
Oh what to do now Tuesday nights no longer run! Races cancelled and parkrun
suspended. Where can I find my motivation to get off that sofa at 7.00 pm each
week?
The future appeared bleak but no; now I have the whole day to plan my runs and
the whole week to spread them over.
While working from home the need to go out and stretch my legs is greater than
ever.
‘Going out’ has changed, no cars, whole families walking out and an abundance of
runners hitting the roads and footpaths. I had never dreamt there were so many
runners lurking behind those doors in the village.
The really comforting times are when you bump into runners from the club out and
about, with a cheery wave and a quick catch up. It is surprising how far afield
people manage to go!
“The feeling of being part of something is great even if the formal meetings no
longer exist. Thank you Hooky Harriers for being a little bit of normal in these odd
times.
I look forward to meeting again on that Tuesday night at 7.00 pm with the dilemma
of which group to run with! “Do I feel like really pushing myself or just a steady
one tonight!” J.Fletcher (Club Member)
This last month or so has been very different for us but we are keeping in touch
using Zoom and via social media also.
Many members that had races planned have now been cancelled or postponed but
that hasn't stopped us virtually completing distances safely and according to the
social distancing rules.
Some members have also been doing challenges in their gardens or at home on
treadmills and taking part in a team scavenger photo hunt during their daily
exercise.
We look forward to meeting again when safe to do so at Hook Norton Social Club at
7 pm on Tuesday evenings.
If you have just taken up running and want to meet some like-minded people, We
are a friendly and welcoming club, come and see us. We will be more than happy to
meet you.
We are still planning on leading a couch to 5k programme we had planned to do in
April as soon as we are up and running again!
For any information regarding Hook Norton Harriers or our club races please visit
www.hooknortonharriers.org.uk
We have a Facebook/Instagram/Twitter Page titled Hook Norton Harriers &
Hooky Races on Facebook
Please see these for information regarding our club races: Hooky 6 & The Christmas
Canter.
Lisa Moulder
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WILDLIFE NOTES
What strange times we are
living in at present. Who
would have known that a
virus would bring the world
almost to a halt? As a
result traffic both on the
roads and in the air is
much reduced.
Consequently birdsong is
much more noticeable and
residents even have “tame”
birds visiting their gardens.
Phyl Barton sent me this
photo of a blackbird which
has been visiting her
garden on Sibford Road.
Swallows were seen flying over the village in early May, as were swifts. Perhaps
that is an indication of a good summer to come which we could do with after what
we have all been through. An unusual avian sighting recently was that of a ring
tailed parakeet spotted by Helen Burchell. Helen’s husband Tim has told me that he
heard a cuckoo calling in the direction of Ale Wood on the Chipping Norton Road.
While out walking near Brailes Pippa and Paul Cann
heard cuckoos as well.
Several red kites have been noticed in the area.
Margaret Bloomfield was one of those who had seen
a mating pair whilst out for a walk. Barn owls, too,
have been seen both by myself when returning from
Chipping Norton in the early evening and also by
Tabby Lucas whilst on a walk on a path near the
water treatment works.
Amphibians have also been reported to me. Ian
Buchanan was surprised to find a female great
crested newt on his allotment. Thanks to Ian for the
photo. In all probability it had come from the pond
on the neighbouring plot. April/May was the time to
see “boxing” hares and several residents have seen
some whilst out on walks around the village. David
Jones, our former editor, was one of those. The usual
muntjacs continue to appear in the area. I saw one in
the stream by Brookside early one morning. As usual
please continue to send details of your sightings to
me.
David McGill, 737103, scotlandend@btinternet.com

ST PETER’S CHURCH 100 CLUB
The results of the latest St Peter’s church 100 Club draws are:
March
£100 J Wilkowski, £25 A Rose,
£25 R Ingram
April
£100 J Curtis,
£25 J Orchard £25 S Orchard
Mark Taylor, 730089
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CALLING ALL DOG AND CAT LOVERS
I am collecting items for homeless dogs and cats. If you have any of the following
to spare, they would be very gratefully received. Old dog leads - collars blankets - towels - beds - dog coats - scratching posts - spare food - chews
- brushes - combs - shampoo - toothpaste - in date wormer/flea treatments
- toys - cat carriers etc. Anything you think would make an unwanted dog's/cat's
life a little happier.
Anything not suitable will be divided between the Wood Green Animal Shelter and
Blue Cross Charity shops in Banbury. If you care to give me a call, I will be happy to
receive them. Thank you to all those who leave anonymous donations on my
doorstep, who I cannot therefore thank in person.
Hilary Wiseman, 737374

HOOKY SINGERS

What a great sing we had on 7 March at Chipping Norton Music Festival.
It seems now like we were in a different world in a Town Hall that was so packed
that some of the audience had to move into the seats vacated by each choir as they
got up to sing and there was no standing room! The social distancing needed only
too soon afterwards wasn’t evident that day.
It was our first time singing as a choir outside the village and also while knowing we
would get a report from an independent adjudicator. How would we do?
As you would expect, I think most of us felt some initial nerves but once on stage
they just dropped away.
What lovely feedback we received, not just from the adjudicator but also from many
members of the other choirs listening. We were ‘Commended’, (a convincing
performance technically and artistically), but were perhaps most pleased that our
enjoyment of singing together clearly came through in the adjudicator’s comments.
‘Vibrant tone came across in the beginning and your faces were alive!’
That’s what the current situation has perhaps brought home. It’s not just singing
that is enjoyable but successfully singing together that makes singing so satisfying!
For now, we have to make do with singing alone, or at least separately. Every
Wednesday night we send members the link to a song we know so that we can all
sing along. It buoys our spirits until we can meet together to sing again. May it be
soon!
Deborah Weaver, Secretary, sing@hookysingers.uk
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LOCAL HISTORY GROUP
In common with most other groups and activities the Covid-19 pandemic put an
early end our 2019/20 season. I had hoped to have given a brief outline of our final
two talks in this newsletter. However, I am pleased to say that both speakers are
able to join us for next season which starts in September “social distancing”
permitting. Perhaps another “first” for the group was the AGM which the committee
took upon themselves to conduct by email. The minutes which took the form of the
Chairman’s Report and the accounts were circulated to members by email last
month. For those members who do not have email and would like a copy please let
me know and I’ll pop a copy through your letterbox. If you would like more
information about the group please contact me.
National Archives Kew
Whilst the National Archives at Kew remains closed due to the Covid-19 pandemic
they are making some digital records available on the website free of charge. You
need to register for a free account on the site and have to abide by their fair use
policy which is not onerous. The link is:
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/about/news/digitaldownloads/?utm_source=emailmarketing&amp;utm_medium=email&amp;utm_cam
paign=weekly_mailer__30_april_2020&amp;utm_content=2020-04-30
You will be able to download records digitised by The National Archives and
published through Discovery, the online catalogue. Records include:�� First and Second World War records, including medal index cards
�� Military records, including unit war diaries
�� Royal and Merchant Navy records Wills from the jurisdiction of the
Prerogative Court of Canterbury
�� Migration records, including aliens’ registration cards
�� 20th century Cabinet Papers and Security Service files
�� Domesday Book
I have downloaded some military records in connection with my own research. This
is a great opportunity for those with more than a passing interest in history.
David McGill, 737103, scotlandend@btinternet.com
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Dear Resident,
Thank you for continuing to support the Sun Inn. We
continue to provide a weekend takeaway service and
are happy to offer delivery to anyone who is selfisolating and can’t get out.
We have used this time to give the pub a full paint job
internally and some new touches to be added to our
outdoor space. We will need the village support more
than ever when we reopen and we will ensure a clean,
professional, friendly pub adhering to new government
rules to ensure we can provide the best village pub for
the community.
If there is anything we can do, please do get in touch,
we will always do our best to support the community.
Warmest Wishes
Mark, Becky & The Sun Team
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HOOKY NEWSLETTER PHOTO GALLERY
A new newsletter feature. In preparing each edition, we always receive many more
photos than we can reasonably print, so, as a special online-only feature, we are
including them here. Enjoy!

MY COVID-19 DIARY By Anne Tutt

By Linda Buchanan (No Article)

Lockdown Sewing by Bethan Dennick

Hooky Neighbours - Sent by Michelle Dix

VE DAY BOXES by Eloise

Cakes for the NHS by Rachel Mortimer

